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The Borgen Project - Communication Audit & Annual Plan

Communication Audit

Overview of Organization
The Borgen Project is a non-profit organization that fights to end extreme global poverty at the congressional and
legislative levels. The organization builds nonpartisan support for life-saving initiatives where they’re needed most. The
focus of their advocacy is on starvation, global food security, newborn babies, child and mother survival, access to clean
water and sanitation, and food aid reform.
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History of Organization
Clint Borgen began his career in 1999 volunteering in the Kosovo War refugee camps. After his experience in the refugee
camps, Borgen recognized the need for an organization that could focus U.S. political attention on extreme poverty.

In 2003, after graduating from Washington State University and interning at the United Nations, Borgen began developing
the organization. To collect funding for his organization, Borgen worked on a fishing vessel in Dutch Harbor, Alaska. That
same year, The Borgen Project came to be after Borgen began the initiative using his laptop and minimal budgeting that
came from his Alaska-based paychecks.

The Borgen Project is now based in Tacoma, Washington, with volunteers across 1,952 U.S. cities. The organization has
become an influential global campaign devoted to reducing global poverty through political advocacy, public mobilization,
volunteer education, and building awareness.
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Current Culture
The Borgen Project benefits from national volunteer and legislative participation within the United States. They operate at
the political level, by advancing policies and programs that improve the living conditions of those living on less than $1 per
day.

With volunteers recruited from 1,952 cities across the U.S, the organization is better equipped to operate at the legislative
and constituent levels through the efforts of volunteers. The Borgen Project’s operational methodology encompasses
advocating, mobilizing, educating, and issuing messages to implement change.

Methodology
● Advocate: Meetings are held with U.S. Congressional leaders to ensure the support for crucial poverty-reduction

legislation.
● Mobilize: People are mobilized across the globe in an effort to make poverty a political priority.
● Educate: Basic advocacy skills are taught to volunteers to allow citizens to effectively communicate with their

government about poverty-reduction initiatives and legislation.
● Issue Messages: Awareness is built around global issues and innovation in poverty-reduction through a strong

online and community presence.
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Mission
“The Borgen Project believes that leaders of the most powerful nation on earth should be doing more to address global
poverty. We’re the innovative, national campaign that is working to make poverty a focus of U.S. foreign policy.”

Annual Organizational Goals
The Borgen Project strives to pass poverty-reduction legislation within the U.S. Congress. In 2021, The Borgen Project’s
top priority is to ensure a global response to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Annually, The Borgen Project selects key poverty-reduction legislation to focus on at the legislative level, in hopes of
pushing the U.S. Congress to support the legislation. The top legislative priorities that The Borgen Project is working to
pass in the 117th Congress (2021-2022) are the Coronavirus Response and Relief Supplemental Appropriations Act
(CRRSAA) and the International Affairs Budget.

In addition to the annual prioritized legislation, The Borgen Project is implementing an ongoing effort to pass Global
Health Legislation and Women’s Empowerment Legislation.

● Global Health Legislation: Mental Health in International Development and Humanitarian Settings (MINDS) Act,
Global Malnutrition Prevention and Treatment Act, and Global Health Security Act.

● Women’s Empowerment Legislation: Girls LEAD Act, Reach Every Mother & Child Act, and Keeping Girls in
School Act.
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Brand (Tool Kit)
● Voice:

○ Professional, direct, and informative
■ Instagram Posts that convey The Borgen Project’s brand voice:
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■ Close-up of the Instagram post captions:
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■ Tweets that convey The Borgen Project’s brand voice:
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● Visual Style:
○ Custom graphics are frequently used on Instagram and Twitter.
○ Custom graphic illustrations:
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○ More custom graphic illustrations:
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Brand (Tool Kit)
● Color Scheme:

○ Core Color Palette
■ The Borgen Project Logo Colors

○ Color Palette Combinations: Warm, inviting tones (soft pinks, pale orange, coral, blues)
■ Pink Berry Cream

■ Rosey Dew

■ Steadfast Stainless

○ AVOID “loud” background colors and poor color combinations.
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Brand (Tool Kit)
● Typography (Font and Typeface):

○ For Headings use: ○ For Descriptions use:

○ Example:
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● Placement of The Borgen Project Logo:
○ Place the logo in the right or left corner of all graphics/videos/posts/media.
○ Keep the size of the logo relatively small to not overwhelm the graphic.

○ Acceptable examples: ○ Unacceptable examples:
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Social Media Analysis To Date
● Top performing posts on Instagram:

○ Patterns in top performing Instagram content: Instagram content that receives the highest engagement rate
are custom illustrations that educate the audience on global poverty.
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● Poor performing posts on Instagram:
○ Patterns in poor performing Instagram content: Instagram content that receives the least engagement are

posts that highlight members of the organization and posts that inform of upcoming events.
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● Top performing posts on Twitter:
○ Patterns in top performing Twitter content: Tweets that receive the highest engagement rate are tweets that

use relevant hashtags and illustrations and tweets that respond to timely events.
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● Poor performing posts on Twitter:
○ Patterns in poor performing Twitter content: Tweets that received the least likes, retweets, and replies were

typically long tweets that lack the use of hashtags, tweets that link to long articles, and tweets that talk about
gender topics.
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SWOT Analysis of Current Social Presence
Strengths

● The Borgen Project is present on the platform that their community is most active on (Instagram and Twitter)
● Graphic illustration posts receive highest engagement
● Engaging Content: Content encourages audience engagement
● Branded Content: Organization’s logo is consistent on graphic illustrations

Weaknesses
● Inconsistent posting plan across social media platforms (content is not scheduled to post regularly)
● Same content is posted on different social media platforms
● Inefficient optimization of social media accounts, scheduling, and consistency of posts (last posts on July 30th &

October 7th)
● Lack of social media analytics tools
● Inability to scale and maintain social media efforts
● Inconsistent usage of social media hashtags (Inconsistent use of #TheBorgenProject on Twitter and Instagram)

Opportunities
● Increasing audience engagement by replying to Tweets and Instagram comments
● Optimizing a new social media channel/platform that is popular among target audience
● Identify a niche audience that is not currently being tapped into
● Develop a posting plan that indicates posting frequency
● Differentiate content by platform (Instagram: Graphic illustrations, stock images, photos) (Twitter: Infographics,

videos, gifs)
● Utilize campaign management tools to increase awareness and reach
● Track growth using social media analytics applications
● Choose a hashtag that relates to the organization and that will also resonate to the target audience, and use it in

the caption for each post as well as in the profile’s bio
Threats

● Consistent content and social media campaigns from competitors
● Mid-sized non-profit organization competitors efficiently optimize their social media platforms
● Long term impact of certain campaigns may be difficult to measure due to a lack of social media analytical tools
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Annual Social Media Plan

Road Map for Channels
● Instagram:

○ Target Market: Young advocates, current volunteers/interns, and prospective volunteers/interns.
○ Instagram should be utilized because most young advocates (like Greta Thunberg, Malala, Emma Watson,

etc) actively advocate through posts and stories.
● Twitter:

○ Target Market: Congressional leaders, advocates, large scale non-profit organizations.
○ Twitter should be utilized because all Congressional leaders are very active on Twitter and most of them

engage with non-profit organizations (especially when they are advocating for bills/legislations that they
have cosponsored).

Audience Personas
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Posting Plan
● Instagram Posting Plan:

○ Frequency:
■ 2-3 times per week.

○ Content Mix:
■ Original content on Instagram posts.
■ Mixture of original and curated content on Instagram stories.

○ Types of Content:
■ Branded custom graphic illustrations.

● Twitter Posting Plan:
○ Frequency:

■ 2-3 times per week (this includes original tweets, retweets, and replies to followers).
○ Content Mix:

■ Mixture of original and curated content (Apply the 80/20 Rule).
■ Tweet original content like branded graphic illustrations, links to the organization’s articles and blog.
■ Retweet posts from other large-scale non-profit organizations and link to interesting blog posts and

articles from their websites (curated content).
○ Types of Content:

■ Branded infographic illustrations, organization's articles, and donation page on organization’s website.
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Content Creation Inspiration
● Inspirational pages to follow on Instagram:

○ World Health Organization (@who) — Post content daily (one Instagram post per day), Instagram captions
are engaging and educational.

○ No Kid Hungry (@nokidhungry) — Branded content, similar flow of bright, vibrant colors on all posts, and
consistent use of #NoKidHungry.

○ Girls Opportunity Alliance (@girlsopportunityalliance) — Diverse content (stock images, branded graphic
illustrations, and campaign photos), forming partnerships with public figures and advocates.
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● Inspirational pages to follow on Twitter:
○ No Kid Hungry (@nokidhungry) — Tweet 6-10 times daily (they tweet articles, engage with followers by

retweeting them, and reply to their audience), use relevant hashtags, and post engaging content.
○ United Way (@unitedway) — Tweet once a day, post engaging articles that link to their website, use relevant

hashtags.
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SMART Goals
● Increase follower-base on Instagram by 15% in one year by posting a mixture of original and curated content that

encourages engagement.
● Use Twitter for poverty reduction bill advocacy and increase average audience engagement rate by 20% in one

year.

Business Case for All Recommendations
● The Borgen Project should optimize their Instagram because it has the potential to reach thousands of constituents

who can be persuaded to contact Congress about poverty-reduction legislation.
● The Borgen Project should optimize their Twitter because tweeting relevant information can help pass

poverty-reduction legislation by informing the public.
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The Borgen Project -  Social Media Calendar & Campaign

Social Media Calendar

Annual Calendar with Key Dates Highlighted: Year at a Glance
● Calendar year duration: January 2022 - December 2022
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August 2022’s Detailed Social Media Content Calendar
● The Borgen Project’s Recruitment Campaign August 2022

○ August is a great time to recruit college students to join The Borgen Project for Fall and Winter internships
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Original Content
● Instagram Sample Content:

○ Campaign: Internship Recruitment Campaign Launch - Internship Opportunities (1 post with 8 slides)
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● Campaign: Internship Recruitment Campaign Launch - Internship Opportunities (Continued…..)
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● Instagram Sample Content:
○ Campaign: Recruitment Campaign Information Session (1 post with 2 slides)
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● Instagram Sample Content:
○ Evergreen Content: Encouraging Follower

Engagement (Hashtags)
○ Holiday Content: Oct.17, 2022: International Day

for the Eradication of Poverty
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● Instagram Sample Content:
○ Evergreen Content: Girls LEAD Act Legislation
○

○
○ Evergreen Content: Reach Every Mother & Child

Act Legislation
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● Instagram Sample Content:
○ Evergreen Content: Keeping Girls in School Act Legislation (1 post with 3 slides)
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● Instagram Sample Content:
○ Evergreen Content: Meet the Founder (1 post with 3 slides)
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● Instagram Sample Content:
○ Evergreen Content: The Borgen Project’s

Mission Statement
○ Evergreen Content: Learn about The Borgen

Project’s Internship Opportunities
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● Twitter Sample Content:
○ Campaign: Internship Recruitment Campaign Launch - Internship Opportunities
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● Twitter Sample Content:
○ Campaign: Recruitment Campaign Information Session (1 post with 2 slides)
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● Twitter Sample Content:
○ Evergreen Content: Girls Lead Act Legislation
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● Twitter Sample Content:
○ Infographic & Evergreen Content: Why Contact Congress?
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● Twitter Sample Content:
○ Infographic & Evergreen Content: Ways to Contact Congress
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● Twitter Sample Content:
○ Infographic & Evergreen Content: Give Something to Those Who Have Nothing
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Social Media Campaign

Organizational Goal
● The Borgen Project is implementing an ongoing effort to mobilize constituents to contact Congress about

poverty-reduction legislation.
○ Methodology: Advocate, mobilize, educate, and issue messages.
○ Timeframe: September 1st - 16th.

Social Media Campaign to Address Organizational Goal
● Social Media Campaign: #TheBorgenProjectMobilizers Social Media Campaign

○ Create a campaign that encourages followers to mobilize friends, family, coworkers, and community
members to contact Congress about passing poverty-reduction legislation.

○ Mobilizing methods include: calling, emailing, mailing, lobbying to Congressional leaders.
● Metrics for Success:

○ Reach and Impressions
■ 100 mentions
■ 1,000+ likes, retweets, replies, shares, etc.

○ Engagement and Conversation
■ Hashtag usage, blog posts, comments, tweets, Twitter and Instagram posts/comments, video posts,

replies, etc.
○ Influence

■ How many people who were mobilized to contact Congress posted about it on Instagram or Twitter
using #TheBorgenProjectMobilizers.
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● Instagram Sample Content:
○ #TheBorgenProjectMobilizers Campaign ○ #TheBorgenProjectMobilizers Campaign
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● Twitter Sample Content:
○ #TheBorgenProjectMobilizers Campaign
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